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PEPP Overview Presentations
PEPP has gone through a number of changes over the past couple of years. To inform
new and existing members about new PEPP services and other topics like Plan provisions,
PEPP’s investment funds, and basic investing, we have created a one-hour PEPP
Overview Presentation.
To book a presentation for your employees this summer or fall, call 787-5442 and ask to
speak to a CFC or e-mail cfc.pepp@peba.gov.sk.ca

PEPP Steps: The Default Fund
The PEPP Steps Fund is the default investment fund for new members joining the Plan.
Unless a new member informs PEPP otherwise, all contributions (employee, employer,
and voluntary) are invested in the PEPP Steps Fund.
If members are unsure of which fund to choose at the time they are completing
the Application for Enrolment form they do not need to make an investment choice
immediately. Have them complete all sections of this form, except Section B: Your
Investment Fund Instructions. Then, the member will be placed in the default fund until
they are prepared to make an informed investment choice. Members will need to notify
PEPP of their investment choice when they are comfortable to do so. PEPP will follow-up
with members who haven’t notified PEPP and who are in the default fund.
For information about all of PEPP’s funds, members should read the information provided
to them in their Enrolment Kits. Members can always feel free to contact PEPP with any
questions.

Social Insurance Number (SIN) Changes
To help avoid confusion and account duplication, please advise PEPP when an employee
changes their Social Insurance Number (SIN), (i.e. from a temporary SIN to a permanent
SIN). Remember to include a note outlining SIN changes with your contribution listings so
that the new SIN doesn’t create a new account.

Have a great summer!

The Employer Bulletin is published as a service for the employers of PEPP.
For further information or clarification, contact PEPP’s Customer Focus Coordinators:
Phone: 787-5442 (ask to speak to a Customer Focus Coordinator)
Toll free: 1-877-275-7377
E-mail: cfc.pepp@peba.gov.sk.ca

Please retain this PEPP Employer Bulletin for your reference.

